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About This Game

Bridge! lets you be a structural engineer and a construction manager in one. Master the mystery to bridge with a limited budget
and limited numbers of parts to divide and to ensure a smooth operation.

30 varied missions of increasing difficulty are waiting to be solved with your own personal architectural masterpieces.
Conquer the challenge posed by the clever use of 15 different component types. In addition to simple iron and steel struts,

suspension cables and hydraulics are waiting to be used for folding and hanging bridges or build combinations.

But just to construct is not enough. Different demands from simple road to heavy rail freight traffic over to the passage of ships
are just the beginning. The biggest enemies will be forces of nature such as floods, storms and earthquakes. Will your bridge

stand up to it, or will it end in disaster?

Your efforts should not remain unrewarded. Through the successful completion of missions you will unlock new parts and
scenarios for the integrated mission editor. Create new challenges and share them with your friends.

The Steam version includes the Bridge! Expansion pack extending Bridge! The Contstruction Game with many more features.
A new desert scenario for the road and rail version creates a greater variety within the missions while added construction

elements, a new pillar for a suspension bridge and a rotary table for constructing a swing bridge will enhance the challenge
factor.

All these added features will be used in the 20 new missions giving you added game time and challenges.
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The biggest new feature though is the Bridge! Mission Browser. Now you can upload your own created mission or download
mission by other users from within the game. With only a few mouse clicks you can enhance the fun of game play.

30 missions

15 different component types

Different levels of difficulty: easy, medium and hard

4 different technical tests (traffic, flap bridge open, flap bridge closed, ship traffic)

7 natural disaster tests (floods, earthquakes with 3 levels, storms with 3 levels)

3 scenarios each with roads and rail versions

Integrated Mission Editor: Develop your own missions and share them with others

Scalable graphics for weaker systems to high end systems

Play custom missions created by other users
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Title: Bridge!
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
toxtronyx interactive GmbH
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German
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A simple strategic turn-based game that allows you to build up your planet, invade the enemy, and finally, conquer the enemy.
The best part of this game is the multiplayer, because fighting against players is always a tougher challenge than just facing AI.

The graphics and sounds are well-done, so overall, this game delivers great aesthetics. I would recommend this game as a great
casual game that you can play with your friends on a laptop in a small get-together, because it's one of those games that you can
play at your own pace.. It will be amaizing if DTG add SiFa ,PZB ,LZB and fix AFB.. It's a 2 button sidescrollling shooter.

Z= Fire,
X= Fly. (up)

If you think of flappy-bird, it's not too dissimilar [in theory] from that control scheme. EXCEPT that all the airfraft feel too
damn heavy and unresponsive, and if they go above the top of the screen, they start floating up there and you never know when
they are gonna come down into line of sight again.

Checkpoints drop you in on spots that basically, you can't avoid the rocks. I'm not kidding about the drop-in, and you can't get
height before you hit that rock they dropped you in on top of. Bucket of Fail.

It's a pity, because it's actually quite a nice looking little game. Sound is meh, but serviceable.

I'd almost give it a positive, if the devs would only revisit the physics and make the aircraft more responsive. \/ feel lighter.. I
highly recommend this splendid game! Machinarium's mechanical inhabitants communicate more effectively than many of the
wordiest game characters, using often hysterical gestures and diagrams within speech bubbles to clearly establish their roles in
the world. A beautiful game. Such magnificent in its all aspects. The artwork, story, characters and gameplay, all are perfect..
Do not buy the steam version of this game. I would try to track down a retail box version instead. Steam still refuses to supply
64 bit bin files and I have to force the game to run in dx9 mode to play it.. I'm kinda-sorta on the fence on this one. Bridge
Constructor Playground is a competent addition to the genre, but it is very short. So, rather than write many many words on a
simple premise, I'm going to write out what I wish I'd known before going into the game:
1) Many of the badges are mutually exclusive, so you will need to create multiple bridges for each stage.
2) You don't need to run cars over bridges; if the truck makes it, it'll give you the badge for the car as well.
3) The storm-watcher achievement needs a special sort of non-bridge.. Let's just say I wish I'd read the reviews before I bought
it, even if I only paid 0,50\u20ac. Very fun, very difficult. I feel as though the microphone makes or breaks this game. With it,
it's a very innovative strategy game that allows for extremely fast execution of orders. Without it, it feels very basic and slow
and doesn't really apply anything new.

One downside however is the lack of any real single player campaign. This game is all about multiplayer, which as I understand
it, no longer has any servers running.
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0 keys/10
would definitely retreat because of no key again.. Slightly randomized baddies come at you from 2 sides, they all have a weak
spot which gets highlighted on mouseover, we should click right on that spot right at the moment the gun recharge cooldown
ticks not to loose time, if you miss the spot then shots just don't fire while the monsters get nearer - so it's like a sidescrolling
mouse aim clicker shooter with a fast-paced time management component, also a one-man tower defence. The aim is to clear
the several floors of a compound which get harder & harder, but we also get better weaponry & more surviving time for
bringing stuff to human guys at floor 0.. I'm enjoying it. More please? :). Quick Look: https://youtu.be/xfStI2AHprw

I had a good time with Slap the Fly, although several basic completely issues destroy game balance.

1) Bad level design. The library level is simply a giant square room. The subway is a single subway car. Most of the levels don't
offer many places to hide as insects or interesting gameplay possibilities.

2) Broken weapons? A lot of the weapons given to the human side are inneffective or possibly even broken. Bug zappers and
mouse traps so small it'd be a miracle if anything hit them. A flamethrower that doesn't even seem to work at all.

3) Hardly anyone is online.

That said, when I finally managed to connect up with another player I had a blast! Matches can get quite intense with one player
chasing you down a hallway tossing chairs while you try to hide behind plants. Playing against the AI is no fun so hopefully
more people buy this game and get online.. Combat - fun as the mechanic is simple to play with but difficult to master.
 Dungeon exploration - total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as it pits you in samey looking environments without giving you
a map or some sort of breadcrumb system so hours will be spent going in circles until some random goon knock you out.
has tons of promise as the devs aren't dead yet and haven't abandoned the game as of writing this review.
7\/10 map system when devs?. OK. This is a game that is worth every money. This game's DLCs are worth your money. This
game is better at being Diablo than Diablo 3. This game won't lick your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665telling you how great
you are. You live in an apocalyptic world where people struggle to survive. You are not a hero at the beginning, just a normal
person, scum. You must fight with your weaknesses and overcome your fears to climb onto the panthenon of celestial heroes
who left this corrupted world. You start as a normal man who was close to be burned alive. You fight some zombies: rotting,
possesed tissue by aetherials who want their revenge upon Cairn. You kill some of these and get level 2 and there you see 6, 8
(with AoM) or 9 (with FG) masteries. So you study spells and bring the devastating force upon your foes. You realize this world
are not just empty walls. The world of Cairn lives. It breathes upon its wounds caused by chaotic forces of monstrosities we
were only knew legends about. You feel Grim Dawn and its dark, hopeless and corrupted atmosphere. You do some quests, talk
with people and get to level 10, where you can choose a second mastery. This opens a lot of build possibilities, especially with
AoM transmuters, where you can change certain skills to be way more different. Summon a beam of aetherial forces that will
disintegrate your foes or study the dark arts and convert that beam into chaotic force of devastation. You go through this land of
corruption. This is not a game anymore, this is journey. You are interested of how Grim Dawn started through dialogues and
lore notes. You collect powerful items that will enchance your powers to the unbeleiveable level. Some items can completely
change the way how the class is played. You save the world and you are victorius, or it is an illusion... You start the next
difficulty and explore once more this world, but with knowledge from previous playthrough. This game becomes hardcore
difficulty where you must study items, skills, monsters and mechanics to proceed further. Climb into the peak of endgame and
dominate your foes with expert wisdom and quick fingers. This is Grim Dawn. This is a living world like the tissue used by
aetherials. This is the game you will definitely want to play as a ARPG fan!
SCORVAAK, SAVE ME!. Get game from random steam keys
-Download
-Clicks new game
-Game Crashes

This game is so bad it wont even let me play it
11/10. I love stealth games overall. Love hiding almost forever and waiting for right moment.

Light has interesting and simple visuals, i am ok with it, there is a lot space left for players imagination and i like imaginate :).
Light has very nice alectronic ambient soundtrack, i like it.
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Also Light is very short (no more 2-3 hours if you try to be really stealth and if you do not kill anyone, it is really hard in this
case), but i am ok with it too.

Light has very nice and interesting story.

But stealth in Light, which is primarily stealth game, was a huge dissapointment for me. You can change your suit (aka disguise)
for suit of killed civilian or guard. But no matter if you do or not, guards and cameras allways detect you as enemy.

You can kill and hide everyone in cabinets, toilets etc., but every time you kill someone a message "reinforcements arrive in
2:00 minutes" will pop up, no matter if you kill someone in crowded room or in a lonely place.

You can't go "under" cameras and stay undetected while staying in place, which is one of basic stealth mechanics.

Guards are able see you (even walk!) through opened door if you hide behind them.

This is how stealth really should not be done, imho. Someone wrote "nice idea, terrible execution" and unfortunately i must
absolutely agree. Moreover there are a lot of games which primarily are not stealth, but they are much more enjoyable in stealth
than this "stealth" game.

More than complete game it seems to me like just proof of concept ... but this concept is very very unfinished in this case :(.

Conclusion:

Overall dissapointed, moreover because this is my first "not reccomending" review on Steam.
Moreover because i am huge fan of stelath mechanics and stealth games.. This game got really old, really quick. It has great
potential but is unploished. The HUD looks like a screenshot from word and there are only nine levels. I'm pretty sure there are
only four tracks in the whole game, but I never finished it (due to the gameplay being boring). I would not at all recoment this
game. (If they make a new one, one that has more levels, might be a good investment) I would love to see you getting to keep all
of your minions, and take down bigger things, such as giant mecha robots. I would love to see this after another year of
development and more funding.
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